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Housekeeping

• If you have a question please post it in the chat. I’ll come to 
them at regular intervals throughout the session.

• You will receive a copy of the slides afterward



1. WHY DO WE SHARE? 

2. WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO ACHIEVE?

3. HOW DO YOU ACHIEVE IT?

● Tips for effective language
● Tips for more effective content

Outline



Knowledge to

 Attitude to keep experimenting!

begin experimenting



1. WHY DO WE SHARE?



New York Times study...
1. Self-fulfillment: To bring valuable, enlightening and entertaining content into the 

lives of people they care about. And they enjoy getting credit for doing so. “It makes 

me feel valuable.” Think infographics/listicles/memes

2. To define themselves: sharing helps people cultivate an ‘ideal’ online persona and 

reinforce their identity and values. “I try to share only information that will reinforce 

the image I’d like to present: thoughtful, reasoned, kind, interested and passionate 

about certain things.”

3. Grow and nourish relationships: connect with others who share their interests. 

4. To get the word out about causes they believe in: #Breaking



Motivations for sharing come down to the relationships 
people have with each other.



How to apply this...
1. Focus on people’s motivation to connect with each other – not just 
with your cause/organisation.

2. Keep it simple: the message not only has to be straightforward 
enough to be understood by your audience, it has to be clear enough 
that those we choose to share it with will understand it.

3. Embrace a sense of urgency/newness: sharing has become the new 
means of information management 

4. Impact is important: tell people why/how sharing this content will 
create change (effective Calls To Action)



Offer solutions, not (just) 
more problems 







One tip to rule 
them all... Use the 

media cycle!
People’s political identities 
are a strong motivation for 
sharing content… Share the 

news, or even better, add 
your own spin/angle.



2. WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO ACHIEVE?



Have a strategy



Define your audience
Decide what you want them to do
PLAN 
○ What platforms will you use? (and why)
○ What kind of content will you 

share/create?
(Start with an educated guess & then TEST)



Credit: Narrative Initiative & Hattaway Communications



3. HOW DO YOU ACHIEVE IT?

● Tips for effective language
● Tips for more effective content



Hemingway app
= your own 

personal (and 
free) editor

www.hemingwayapp.com



Tips for an effective call to action 
(CTA)



Reader Focussed ‘theory of change’
Put the reader at the centre of the story.



Tell people what to do and explain how 
their action will be effective.



For too long our local rivers and commmunities 
have been starved of water by greedy foreign 
agribusinesses.

Add your name and make sure they see the huge 
groundswell of support to save the 
Murray-Darling. 

With ministers meeting next week, we’re going 
personally deliver every one of your signatures 
to the steps of parliament.



The problem must match the ask...



“The river is dying, 
will you sign my 
petition…”



“We need to convince 
x decision-maker to 
stand up for nature…”



If it doesn’t convince you it 
won’t convince anyone else.



hope-based.com



BONUS TIP Don’t sell the features, sell the benefits

Don’t sell the policy, sell the outcomes + benefits

1. Support the campaign to improve home energy efficiency

2. Support the campaign for lower energy bills and more comfortable 
homes

E.G. 



BONUS TIP ‘Crisistunity’ - create a sense of urgency



A quick note on government 
criticism ...
The government has been 
bought off by the fossil 
fuel industry and is doing 
nothing about the climate 
crisis.

The fossil fuel industry and 
their lobbyists have too much 
power. Our government should 
listen to the majority of 
Australians who want a fast 
and fair transition to clean 
energy. 

= cynicism = hope/action



3. HOW DO YOU ACHIEVE IT?

● Tips for effective language
● Tips for more effective content



Understanding the Facebook Algorithm





What content 
gets seen by the 

most people?

1. Live Video
2. Video
3. Images
4. Links
5. Text
6. Events



Think 
mobile first!
(Use Facebook’s 
‘creative hub’)



So ... ask (easy to answer) questions!

Comments > Likes 



EVENTS?
1. Don’t just post the 

link to the event

2. Post regularly to the 
event page



EVENTS?
1. Don’t just post the 

link to the event

2. Post regularly to the 
event page



EVENTS?
1. Don’t just post the 

link to the event

2. Post regularly to the 
event page



Everyone can make 

an effective graphic





Super ugly 
… BUT

Function > Form



It was more 
effective 
than this >>

Function > Form



Negative space = 
readability





A video is worth 1.8 million words



Video = emotion = action



Video = 
authenticity



H👀K



Have your call to action 
as early as possible

Don’t always start at the beginning … 
Use a dramatic moment at the 

beginning to create a curiosity gap 
and loop back to fill in the details.



GO LIVE!!!

Watch it here >> http://bit.ly/2FAqrtC

http://bit.ly/2FAqrtC


Going LIVE 

● Longer is often better (Many people 
won't tune in right from the beginning)

● Make sure to re introduce yourself, the 
issue, and what is going on regularly.

● Have a plan, but don’t read (use bullet 
points)

● Talk to the viewers directly
● Once you start the live feed it will not 

rotate, can end up with sideways video.
● Ask people to comment on the video 

and respond in real time
● Have a call to action in the text (and 

ask viewers to do it)
● Have someone else hold the 

phone/camera



Some FREE
and good video tools



On your computer

● Layer audio and add 
voice-over tracks and sound 
effects

● More options to customise

● Add more professional 
looking transitions

www.openshot.org

http://www.openshot.org


On mobile

● Fast

● Easily add text titles and 
overlays

● Free audio tracks built in

● Low-fi can help convey 
authenticity

● No need to transfer large 
files between devices

Quik 
(Android)

Splice 
(iPhone)

Adobe Clip 
(both)



2. When people comment make 
sure you respond.



Trolls?





IF you choose 
to engage

○ Take a few deep breaths

○ Don’t assume they have bad 
intent

○ Try to work out the common 
ground, or the values behind what 
they are saying

○ Validate (agree with) their 
values/concern but challenge 
their conclusion.



www.facebook.com/groups/watershedallianceau

www.facebook.com/groups/825625577556191/

www.facebook.com/groups/1721128147938770

ASK FOR HELP ...

http://www.facebook.com/groups/watershedallianceau
http://www.facebook.com/groups/825625577556191/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/1721128147938770


Thanks

c.wheatley@environmentvictoria.org.au


